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Remote transition, COVID-19
scams keep ISO teams busy
Amid the current pandemic, Information
Security Office teams are busier than ever,
dealing with COVID-19 scams and related
security risks, as well as the realities of remote
work and instruction.
UIT staff recognized for their
excellent work

Responding to COVID-19:
CTO organization highlights
Chief Technology Officer Jim Livingston
highlights key efforts that helped ensure a
smooth transition to a new way of working,
teaching, learning, and caring for patients.

Updates &
Reminders
Pet photo contest

New features added to U's instance
of Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams is helping to bridge the gap in
face-to-face interactions during the U's
transition to remote work and instruction due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Health care drone delivery
program gets off the ground

Is your pet a Ute fan? Send
University Print & Mail
Services a picture for a
chance to be featured in its
yearly calendar.

Remote Resources
Guide
The campus-wide guide
includes information about
working, teaching, and
learning remotely during the
COVID-19 pandemic

UIT Service Guide

Under the health care-focused delivery
program, drones will ferry medical resources
autonomously on a predetermined short-range
flight path between the University of Utah
Health's medical campus and facilities in Research Park.

The PDF document provides
a high-level look at UIT
services and how the
organization supports its
partners

UIT change moratorium

UIT Leadership Spotlight:
Dan Thornley, USS QA/GIS

A UIT change moratorium is
in effect from April 27 - May
1

The associate director for USS Quality
Assurance and GIS started out as systems
engineer at IBM, where he became involved in
QA and testing. A lot of professional and
personal opportunities followed.

Doug Johnson talks baseball,

Qualtrics licenses
U faculty, staff, students,
and orgs can purchase
licenses for Qualtrics
CoreXM, an online survey
tooln purchase licenses.

Udemy licenses

bomb-handling, and Broadway

U staff with an IT role can
request no-cost access
to Udemy for Business, an
online, on-demand learning
platform.

The UIT Voice Systems engineer, who coaches
youth baseball and enjoys live theater, says his
time in the U.S. Navy changed the way he
viewed everything.

UIT news resources
UIT information resources for
faculty, staff, and students

UIT employees share what
it's like working at home

IT guides

UIT employees to share a behind-the-scenes
look at what it's like working from home. So far,
we've heard about and seen photos of new coworkers, makeshift office spaces, favorite
emojis, budding blossoms, and more.

IT governance roundup

UIT's IT guides for students,
faculty, staff, and IT workers

Job openings
Direct IT career candidates to
our jobs page

UIT org charts

The Strategic Information Technology
Committee (SITC) will reconvene on May 12.
The Enterprise Web Advisory Council (EWAC)
will meet again on May 14. The IT Architecture
and New Technology Committee (ANTC) will
next meet on May 18. The Teaching and
Learning Portfolio (TLP) will meet on May 26.

Summary of recent changes
(in Box)
Meet UIT's Fresh Faces (in
Box)
Main UIT org chart

How are we doing?
Take a survey and let us
know

Node 4 story idea? Email us:
stratcomm@it.utah.edu
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